
NGSS Physics   Tentative Scope and Sequence                               

 
Quarter 1 

Unit Title Days NGSS Standards Organizing Ideas 

Unit 1: Motion and 

Forces 

 

17 HS-PS2-1 Forces, Motion data analysis 

HS-PS2-4 Field forces (inverse square) 

Students will start with forces and Newton’s laws of motion. A further study into motion will include 
concepts of position, velocity, and acceleration and how they relate to each other. Students will do a 
number of activities and simulations to analyze and interpret data in the forms of graphs, dot diagrams, and 
motion diagrams that include concepts of free fall, and horizontal projectiles. Students will predict and test 
the landing zone of a marble/ball with an initial velocity free falling from different heights.  Students will 
examine the net forces upon an object and determine its kinematic result.  Both large and small objects will 
be examined.  An examination of forces of attraction between planets and charged objects will lead to an 
introduction of circular motion. 

Unit 2: Earth’s forces 

 

7 HS-ESS2-1 Temporal and spatial rates, ocean floor 

HS-ESS2-3 Convection, cycling of matter 

HS-ESS1-5 Tectonics, age of rocks in crust 

HS-ESS2-5 Water's effects on earth 

Students will apply their knowledge from unit 1 to the forces that shape our planet and examine the 
evidence to see if it supports their ideas. A driving force in this unit is plate tectonics, the motion of the 
plates and the forces that causes that motion.  To accomplish this, the interior of the earth will be examined 
along with how matter and energy move within the interior. Development of geological structures are 
studied as they relate to forces. 

Unit 3: Impulse and 

Momentum 

 

8 HS-PS2-2 Momentum conservation 

HS-PS2-3 Impulse and safety 

HS-ESS1-6 Earth’s early history, evidence for 

(meteorite impacts only) 

Students will use free body diagrams to study objects that are not in equilibrium. They will then apply those 
concepts toward examining the conservation of momentum during different types of collisions, both elastic 
and inelastic. The total change in momentum, or impulse will be used to compare force and time trade-off in 
a collision.  Various meteorite collisions with planets will be examined. Students will run a simulation and 
model the results.  Students will engineer and design a crash barrier to minimize the total collision force.  
They will test and refine this device in the next unit on Energy concepts (Unit 4). 

Unit 4: Energy 

Concepts 

 

10 HS-PS3-1 Conservation of Energy 

HS-PS3-2 Defining energy (thermal -via friction, 

fields) 

HS-PS3-3 Energy conversion device 

HS-ESS1-4 Orbits (circular motion) 

Students will examine multiple interactions of mechanical energy to formulate the idea of the conservation 
of energy. Students will focus on modeling and graphing energy transformations.  Additional energy sources 
will be added including thermal energy and electromagnetic energy. Orbital mechanics will be introduced 
from an energy perspective leading to an analysis of Kepler Laws.  Students will then apply energy concepts 
to improve their crash barrier designs (from unit 3) and include energy in their analysis.  

Midterms 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PRZj-jC7tesZoo49zsfJQtK817jNqdAzHy4l8TMip4Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PRZj-jC7tesZoo49zsfJQtK817jNqdAzHy4l8TMip4Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ctk-gzeNcY4hbfx-3-JOOBuwnjnXvv11bQ34CB1NC68/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1938UolKh0sZTyRtgsuLcMDXQ8qhRohHllb5Pptl-iX4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1938UolKh0sZTyRtgsuLcMDXQ8qhRohHllb5Pptl-iX4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Vsavf72EAyvPJaBIC87nsjHa63RSOOaBJ3BlB04hHXE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Vsavf72EAyvPJaBIC87nsjHa63RSOOaBJ3BlB04hHXE/edit?usp=sharing


NGSS Physics   Tentative Scope and Sequence                               

 
Quarter 2 

Unit Title Days NGSS Standards Organizing Ideas 

Unit 5: Energy and 

Technology 

 

12 HS-PS2-5 EM Induction investigation 

HS-PS3-1 Energy conservation 

HS-PS3-2 Electrical potential and energy 

HS-PS3-3 Energy conversion device 

HS-PS3-5 EM force, work 

HS-ESS3-1 Earth affects human activity 

Students will learn about magnetism and electricity and how they are related. They will map out magnetic 
and electric fields and their interactions.  These field forces can act at a distance and cause objects to move 
and gain energy. This energy can be captured, stored and transformed to another source of energy.  
Students will observe how motors and generators release and capture this energy.  Students will analyze the 
energy from natural resources and compare fossil fuel, wind, and hydroelectric sources and how they affect 
climate and human activity. 

Unit 6: Waves and 

Technology 

 

14 HS-PS4-1 Wave types, properties and medium 

HS-PS4-2 Digital information transmission 

HS-PS4-3 Wave-particle duality 

HS-PS4-4 Evaluate radiation absorption 

HS-PS4-5 Wave/matter interaction technology 

Students will interact with standing waves to identify characteristics and behaviors of waves, along with an 
analysis of S and P seismic waves. They will determine the speed of sound with a tuning fork with an open 
pipe.  They will then examine less visible waves in the electromagnetic spectrum, and determine the health 
effects based on wavelength and frequency. Various phenomena and experiments will allow students to 
explore the doppler effect and the particle vs. wave nature of light.  Students will then transmit information 
across the classroom in both an analog and digital format and compare those methods. Additional 
discussion on storage of analog vs. digital formats will be examined. 

Unit 7: Formation of 

the Earth and the 

Universe 

13 HS-ESS1-1 Stars use fusion and make radiation 

HS-ESS1-2 Big bang 

HS-ESS1-3 Stars have life cycles, make elements 

HS-ESS1-6 Earth’s early history, evidence for 

HS-ESS2-5 Erosion and freeze/thaw (no chemical) 

HS-PS1-8 Nuke 

Students will begin with an understanding of nuclear chemistry along with the process of nuclear fission and 
fusion and nuclear decay. Students will examine the star cycle and the analysis of light coming from the stars 
to establish the composition and stage the star is in the cycle, along with analysis of the elements created in 
that star. Students will model half life of a sample and use that model to establish the idea of radiometric 
dating.  Radiometric dating will tie into the activities from unit 2, to further establish the age and history of 
ancient earth materials, meteorites, and geological features. The Big Bang theory will be looked at with 
supporting evidence from atomic spectra, waves, motion of galaxies, and composition of stars and planets in 
the universe. 

Finals 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_-YSwTX7dcZI58hRiwrHRbAYYJ_bcshfRW_mG7lboCg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_-YSwTX7dcZI58hRiwrHRbAYYJ_bcshfRW_mG7lboCg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KKVlrwZFNpvdXOBuGtiWF6GYRsCAjMJ_Hk-vyFrirtQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KKVlrwZFNpvdXOBuGtiWF6GYRsCAjMJ_Hk-vyFrirtQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KPPE4xVvP9m4CS6XOj9d3Neu-Wz4Ad6aKaPR1ALmOeI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KPPE4xVvP9m4CS6XOj9d3Neu-Wz4Ad6aKaPR1ALmOeI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KPPE4xVvP9m4CS6XOj9d3Neu-Wz4Ad6aKaPR1ALmOeI/edit?usp=sharing

